Introduction {#sec1}
============

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one of the most important modalities for clinical disease diagnosis, and it plays a key role in fundamental preclinical research. Its major advantages include nonionizing radiation, lack of penetration effects, ability to acquire fully isotropic three-dimensional (3D) data, and ability to produce a variety of image contrasts between tissues using different data acquisition parameters. The major disadvantage of MRI arises from its low sensitivity, which is a result of the small energy difference between energy levels. Alternative noninductive detection methods have been explored at very low magnetic fields (≪1 T), including optical atomic magnetometers^[@ref1]^ and superconducting quantum interference devices,^[@ref2]^ but these are not suitable for the much higher field strengths (1.5--7 T) used in human imaging. Magnetic resonance force microscopy,^[@ref3]−[@ref5]^ which uses a nanoscale cantilever for mechanical detection of the MR signal, is a method that has extremely high sensitivity, with the ability to detect single electronic spins, but it is not applicable to human imaging because the sample must be placed in a vacuum at low temperatures.

An alternative method to increase the sensitivity is to incorporate novel materials into the setup: one such example is a metamaterial. Metamaterials and artificial materials represent a novel group of structures, creating new means to control wave propagation.^[@ref6]−[@ref9]^ Applications commenced with optical superlensing,^[@ref6],[@ref10]^ continued with transformation optics^[@ref11]^ and invisibility cloaking,^[@ref12]^ and presently have incorporated a wide range of device miniaturization and efficiency enhancements.^[@ref13]−[@ref15]^ Several studies in MRI have investigated potential improvements using metamaterials in the detection sensitivity,^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ RF transmit efficiency,^[@ref18]^ and decoupling between the individual coils in a multicoil array.^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ In this study, we explore a completely new metamaterial implementation for MRI, namely, a dual-nuclei resonant structure. We have designed a hybrid metamaterial, comprising a two-dimensional (2D) metamaterial surface and a high permittivity dielectric substrate, and explored the properties controlling the two resonant modes corresponding to the Larmor frequencies of the two different nuclei. Most of the nonproton nuclei that are of interest for in vivo acquisition^[@ref21]^ have a Larmor frequency that is far away from that of protons, due to the very different gyromagnetic ratios. The two nuclei we chose to focus on in this study are phosphorus^[@ref22]−[@ref24]^ (with γ, the gyromagnetic ratio, of 17.4 MHz/T) and proton (γ of 42.58 MHz/T).

While initial publications on acquiring a ^31^P signal date back to 1974,^[@ref25],[@ref26]^ phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is not in wide clinical use due to its low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The low SNR arises from low concentration and a low gyromagnetic ratio compared to those of ^1^H, present in high concentration as water or lipid in tissue (SNR ∝ γ^2^*B*~0~*c* where *B*~0~ is the magnetic field strength and *c* is the concentration). In vivo ^31^P MRS acquisition is always performed in combination with ^1^H imaging, because the latter provides localization for the ^31^P volume-of-interest and complementary diagnostic information. This requirement is the motivation behind dual-nuclei excitation and acquisition. Therefore, we explored a new flexible and compact metamaterial that can be added as a pad to an existing RF coil setup and augment the SNR for both the ^31^P and ^1^H imaging using a single structure.

Several studies have demonstrated metamaterial designs for MRI, which have included swiss-rolls,^[@ref18],[@ref27]^ split-rings,^[@ref16],[@ref28]^ wires,^[@ref17]^ and magnetoinductive waveguides.^[@ref29]^ These structures shape the RF magnetic field, enabling local increases in the MRI transmit and receive efficiency. Two proposed metamaterials have recently garnered interest. One is based on a metamaterial with negative permeability,^[@ref28]^ implemented using split-rings, and its feasibility has recently been demonstrated at 3 T using a thin (11 mm) metamaterial slab. The second proposal is based on a metamaterial with negative permittivity,^[@ref17]^ using a metasurface based on a set of wires or conductive strips: this has been demonstrated at 1.5^[@ref17]^ and 7 T^[@ref30]^ and showed a local enhancement in SNR. Both designs are based on a quasi-static approximation applicable for relatively low RF frequencies relevant for MRI (≲300 MHz). In this approximation, the magnetic and electric fields can be analyzed separately, and therefore, a system of either magnetic dipoles (split-rings^[@ref28]^ or short wires that function equivalently to split-rings^[@ref31]−[@ref33]^) or electric dipoles (long wires^[@ref17]^) can support resonant modes at the frequencies of interest. In our study, at 7 T, the quasi-static approximation is well-suited for ^31^P (121 MHz) but is marginal for ^1^H (298 MHz). Therefore, full electromagnetic (EM) simulations were used to determine the resonant modes. Our main aim in this study was to design a new type of metamaterial with the capability to enhance the signal for both nuclei (^31^P and ^1^H), using the same structure. This new feature arises from a combination of the above two types of metamaterials, creating a novel dual-nuclei metamaterial.

Design of the Dual-Nuclei MRI Metamaterial {#sec2}
==========================================

Several studies have examined metamaterials for dual-band settings in the IR and microwave ranges using negative refraction.^[@ref34]−[@ref36]^ Such structures rely on different characteristics depending on the RF frequency range, for example, using 3D structures (with perpendicular setups for dual bands)^[@ref36]^ or a subunit that incorporates dual dimension settings.^[@ref34]^ For the frequency range in the applications in optics and microwaves, the metamaterials were devised to generate negative refraction, requiring both negative permittivity and negative permeability. For the lower frequencies, which are of interest in our work, implementation based on previous works would result in large 3D structures that are not well-suited to the very restricted space in the MRI environment. In contrast to previous works, two frequency bands can be realized based on the same substrate at the frequencies relevant for MRI: one frequency band produced via coupling with a set of long strips and the other with a set of short strips. Such a metamaterial does not require the property of negative refraction. A set of long strips produces resonant modes for the low frequency band of interest, and a set of short strips produces resonant modes for the high frequency band of interest. In this study, the two structures are harnessed to generate a unique single metamaterial structure for dual-nuclei purposes (as shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This allows us to generate frequency bands shifted from each other by a factor of two and more. Such frequency band shifts are required for MRI dual-nuclei implementations, due to the very different gyromagnetic ratios of the nuclei of interest compared to that of protons. The exception for this are ^19^F and ^1^H, which are very close to each other (γ of ^19^F is 0.94 vs ^1^H), and therefore can be implemented with very close resonant systems.^[@ref37]^ In our current study, the gyromagnetic ratio of ^31^P is 40% of the gyromagnetic ratio of ^1^H. A new metamaterial structure and RF field distributions of the resonant modes, relevant for ^31^P and ^1^H, are shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Schematic view of the hybrid metamaterial pad and its dual-nuclei behavior. (a) Schematic view of the metamaterial pad combined from subsetups: (top left) ^31^P nucleus band, tuned to 121 MHz; (top right) ^1^H nucleus band tuned for 298 MHz. On top of the structure, a central cross section of the magnetic field \|H\| is shown (for the combined structure two maps for two bands are shown). (b) Schematic view of the setup in MRI including the RF "birdcage" coil and a metamaterial placed behind the leg. A cross section through the leg shows the distribution in the central slice. A scaled color map shows the enhancement ratio distribution for the proton image, and a contour map on top shows an enhancement ratio for the phosphorus. In a and b, the ^31^P maps and the contours are displayed with a "hot" color map, and the ^1^H maps are displayed with a "jet" color map.](am-2017-06949d_0001){#fig1}

In a previous study, we reduced the dimensions of a hybrid metamaterial based on copper strips combined with a high dielectric substrate by using a CaTiO~3~ suspension.^[@ref30]^ In the current work, we further reduced the metamaterial dimensions by utilizing zigzag-shaped copper strips instead of straight-line strips. The zigzag shape enables extension of the electric dipole to the length required by the desired frequency while maintaining the physical dimensions of the pad (see [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.7b06949/suppl_file/am7b06949_si_001.pdf) that compares a metamaterial based on a set of zigzag-shaped strips versus straight-line strips).

To generate the relevant set of modes, we used a set of long copper zigzag-shaped strips immersed in water acting as a dielectric substrate (ε~r~ = 80) as the structure for the ^31^P frequency (121.7 MHz) at 7 T to produce a compact setup (overall dimensions 14 × 23 × 1 cm^3^). The setup for the higher frequency band was designed using a matrix of short copper strips. The magnetic dipoles are generated in this setting by the short strips. It has been shown in several previous works^[@ref31]−[@ref33]^ that short wires are equivalent to split-rings. In our case, it is especially advantageous to use the short strips configuration, because we can integrate them with the long zigzag strips in a similar manner in one setup. [Figures S2.1 and S2.2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.7b06949/suppl_file/am7b06949_si_001.pdf) summarize the distributions of the H- and E-fields in the main three planes for both frequencies.

Our analysis shows that, although some parameters such as the dimensions and electric properties of the dielectric substrate substantially affect both frequencies, there are also properties that have a major effect on only one frequency band and a very minor effect on the other. This allows us to independently control the tuning of each frequency band. Long strip lengths (*l*~long~) mainly affect the low frequency band, with a minor effect on the high frequency. The effect on the high frequency is due to the effective impedance change of the overall system. Conversely, short strip lengths (*l*~short~) and the spacing between them affect the high frequency band and have a minor effect on the low frequency. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of the parameters that allow separate mode tuning in the combined structure. Variation of *l*~long~ in the range of 30--50 cm had a marked effect (∼35%) on the low frequency band, and a much smaller effect (∼6%) on the high frequency band. On the other hand, variation of *l*~short~ in the range 4--9 cm had only a very small effect (∼4%) on the low frequency band, while having a significant effect (∼38%) on the high frequency band. Another feature worth noting is the similar characteristics of these resonant modes to transverse electric (TE) mode behavior. This is especially relevant for MRI since the RF H-field must be perpendicular to the main static magnetic field (*B*~0~) in order to create the required phase coherence between the spins.

![Parametric dependence of the resonant mode for the low and high bands. (a) Schematic view of the structure including three long strips in a dielectric substrate and frequency dependence versus strips length (*l*~long~) and thickness of the dielectric (*thk*). (b) Schematic view of the structure including a matrix of 3 × 3 short strips in a dielectric substrate and the frequency dependence versus strips length (*l*~short~) and spacing (*d*~short~) between the strips. (a+b) Dependence of the dual-band frequencies in the combined structure as a function of *l*~long~ and *l*~short~: blue plot for the low frequency band, and red plot for the high frequency band. The parameters that were kept constant in all simulations were dielectric layer width and height (180 mm and 500 mm, respectively) and the distance between the strips of the same type (40 mm in the *x* axis). In b and a+b, the structure thickness was set to 1 cm. In the combined setup, for the plot showing the dependence of the long strips, *l*~short~ = 60 mm, and *d*~short~ = 20 mm, and for the plot for the short strips, the *l*~long~ was set to 500 mm.](am-2017-06949d_0002){#fig2}

Results {#sec3}
=======

To optimize the required penetration depth and the overall distribution, the dual-nuclei configurations can include different numbers of short and long strips. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates two dual-nuclei configurations with different penetrations of the ^31^P band into tissue. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} also shows the frequency response of the implemented setups, measured with a pick-up loop, demonstrating the dual-nuclei bands of interest as expected in simulations.

![Comparison of configurations. (a) Dual-nuclei with two long strips. (b) Dual-nuclei with three long strips. From left to right: (left) For each setup, the schematic structure and the dimensions are shown; (center) Central cross section in the *xz* plane are displayed for the ^31^P and ^1^H frequency bands; (right) plots of the frequency response (measured with a pick-up loop adjacent to the structure). The ^31^P maps are displayed with a "hot" color map, and the ^1^H maps are displayed with a "jet" color map. The border of the structure is at *z* = 5.5 mm.](am-2017-06949d_0003){#fig3}

Another optimization criterion is the electric field distribution. The power deposition in a sample or patient is most commonly quantified via the specific absorption rate (SAR), which is proportional to the sample conductivity and the square of the electric field. The maximum intensity of the electric field is reduced by replacing the straight-line strips by the zigzag-shaped strips (see [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.7b06949/suppl_file/am7b06949_si_001.pdf)). This indicates that further optimization of the electric field distribution is possible, perhaps by using a snake-shaped dipole antenna as implemented for ultrahigh-field MRI.^[@ref38]^

One of the major applications of ^31^P spectroscopy is the study of metabolism in muscle physiology of the lower extremities in diseases such as muscular dystrophy. Therefore, we examined the local enhancement that can be achieved for imaging the lower extremities. A full EM simulation is shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, demonstrating strong local enhancement at both frequencies. The simulation includes a "birdcage" transmit and receive RF coil for each of the frequencies, the metamaterial structure shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, and a human model of the lower extremities. The maximum enhancement of the RF field, normalized to the square root of the maximum SAR (*B*~1~^+^ / √SAR), is a factor of 2 for ^31^P and 2.3 for ^1^H.

![EM simulations using a human body model of the lower extremities. (a) EM simulations at the ^31^P frequency with and without metamaterial, placed under the calf muscle. (b) EM simulations for ^1^H with and without metamaterial. Sagittal and axial cross sections through the calf are shown. The B~1~^+^ maps are normalized to the square root of the maximum local SAR averaged over 10 g. The ^31^P maps are displayed with a "hot" color map, and the ^1^H maps are displayed with a "jet" color map. A schematic cross-sectional overlay of the metamaterial (white) is shown in the images.](am-2017-06949d_0004){#fig4}

The metamaterial was experimentally realized by placing the copper strips on a very thin plastic substrate, which was placed in a water pad sealed in a flexible plastic container. The flexibility of this structure allows close contact with the calf. The experiment was performed using a transmit/receive double-tuned birdcage coil. ^1^H scanning comprised a gradient echo sequence with a low-tip angle excitation. This type of sequence produces images in which the SNR is proportional to the product of the RF transmit field (*B*~1~^+^) and the complex conjugate of the receive sensitivity (*B*~1~^--^\*) (see the [Experimental Section](#sec5){ref-type="other"} for more details). A chemical shift imaging (CSI) pure phase encoded method was used for the ^31^P spectroscopic imaging. [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows experimental imaging and spectroscopy results from a human calf muscle, with measured local enhancement similar to the simulation results (see also [Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.7b06949/suppl_file/am7b06949_si_001.pdf) for the corresponding phantom results). The maximum enhancement ratios of the SNR, for the same excitation tip angle, were calculated from the images as 1.8 for ^31^P and 2.1 for ^1^H (the noise was calculated as a standard deviation in a region placed outside the objects in the image). The measured signal enhancement was slightly lower than in the simulation (shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), which might be partially explained by a small local coupling between the coil and the metamaterial that was not included in the simulations.

![In vivo results. (a) ^1^H images with and without the metamaterial. (b) ^31^P spectra of two size voxels (single voxel with maximal enhancement and four-combined voxels) with and without the metamaterial. (c) Phosphocreatine (PCr) image with the metamaterial in place and a map of the enhancement ratio with the metamaterial compared to without the metamaterial. The maximum enhancements (for the same excitation tip angle) were 1.8 and 2.1 for ^31^P and ^1^H, respectively. A schematic cross-sectional overlay of the metamaterial (white) is shown in the images.](am-2017-06949d_0005){#fig5}

Discussion and Conclusion {#sec4}
=========================

In this study, we have demonstrated for the first time a metamaterial that can be used to enhance the sensitivity of two different nuclei in MRI scans. The prototype demonstrates a local enhancement by combining two substructures, one based on electric dipoles and the other on magnetic dipoles, and optimally arranging them for the two frequency bands. Specifically in the demonstrated ^31^P/^1^H example, we have shown an enhancement ratio of approximately a factor of two in the SNR for both nuclei. This enhancement can be converted into a higher imaging resolution or alternatively reduced scanning times: the latter consideration is especially important for ^31^P spectroscopic imaging that can typically take tens of minutes. Furthermore, although our focus here was a ^31^P/^1^H dual-nuclei metamaterial, this method can be extended to other important nuclei. [Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.7b06949/suppl_file/am7b06949_si_001.pdf) shows a potential design for sodium and proton imaging, which have Larmor frequencies even further apart (the gyromagnetic ratio of sodium is 0.26 times that of the proton).

An additional aspect requiring analysis is the metamaterial's finite structure implementation with a relatively low number of units. Considering the dielectric environment of the modes of interest in this study, the distances between the strips are in the range λ/6 to λ/8 (where λ is the effective wavelength). Thus, although the subunits are not orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength, they are small enough in order to produce metamaterial properties. To examine the resonant mode with the low number of units as shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we performed a series of simulations varying the number of strips. [Figures S2.1--S2.3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.7b06949/suppl_file/am7b06949_si_001.pdf) show that the resonant mode field distributions for both frequency bands are maintained for the low number of units actually used compared to the higher number of units, with a slight shift of the modal frequency. Local peaks in the fields close to the metamaterial surface can be seen in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. These arise from two different sources, the relatively low number of subunits and local coupling between the long and short strips. This local inhomogeneity can be reduced by a higher density of the subunits (as shown in [Figures S2.1--S2.3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.7b06949/suppl_file/am7b06949_si_001.pdf)). However, it is important to note that, because the effect takes place near the structure and the relevant imaging area is 1--2 cm from the structure, the presence of these small peaks has negligible impact on the imaging performance in the region of interest.

In addition to conventional methods of improving the sensitivity of the RF coils, there is growing interest in exploring complementary methods that utilize the EM properties of materials for signal enhancement.^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ For example, passive pads based on a suspension of Perovskite materials (CaTiO~3~ and BaTiO~3~) with relative permittivities (ε~r~) of 100--300 have been shown to locally increase the SNR.^[@ref41]−[@ref43]^ The convenience of passive dielectric pads is that they are simply added to the existing RF coil setup. However, significant improvements for ^31^P MRS require very high relative permittivity values, in the range 500--1000 or very bulky pads,^[@ref44]−[@ref46]^ both of which make it difficult to integrate into a clinical setup. In this work, our goal was a new flexible and compact structure that can provide patient comfort and ease of use in a realistic environment; that is, it can be integrated into closely fitting receive arrays. The flexibility of the metamaterial also provides an additional advantage, which is the close contact to the region-of-interest, maximizing the available SNR. The approach introduced in this work is a further step toward new design principles of metamaterials for manipulating RF magnetic and electric fields. Such manipulation can be optimized for different goals in MRI, such as enhancing the local signal (as shown in this work), reducing SAR (due to a reduced electric field), or improving signal homogeneity, especially for ultrahigh-field MRI. In the current implementation, we used the metamaterial as a passive pad; however, it could also be implemented as an active resonator and serve as a building block in future RF coil design.

Experimental Section {#sec5}
====================

Analysis and Simulations {#sec5.1}
------------------------

3D EM simulations were performed using finite integration technique (FIT) software (CST Microwave Studio, Darmstadt, Germany). The first step used the eigenmode solver to analyze the spatial distribution and the resonant frequencies of the relevant mode. The EM mode used for MRI must have an H-field component perpendicular to the main static magnetic field and should propagate into the object being imaged. We choose here a "TE~01~-like" mode that satisfies the first criterion and is also the mode with the deepest penetration. Simulations included analysis of the frequency dependence of the modes as a function of the distance between the short and long strips and the thickness of the dielectric substrate. Water was chosen as the dielectric substrate. [Figures S1 and S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.7b06949/suppl_file/am7b06949_si_001.pdf) show full details of the mode characterization.

The RF transmit field is defined as a left circularly polarized field transverse to the main *B*~0~ magnetic field: the transmit field *B*~1~^+^ = (*B*~1*x*~ + *B*~1*y*~) / 2 and the receive field *B*~1~^--^ = (*B*~1*x*~ -- *B*~1*y*~) / 2. The magnitude of the RF transmit field defines the excitation tip angle θ applied to the spins in the excited volume, θ = γ*B*~1~^*+*^τ where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and τ is the pulse duration. The SNR of the image is proportional to sin(θ) • *B*~1~^--^\* / √*P*, where *P* is the accepted power of the coil. All RF transmit (*B*~1~^+^) maps were normalized to an accepted power of 1 W. The simulations were performed separately for ^31^P and ^1^H with a setup that included 8-rung high-pass quadrature birdcage coils for ^31^P and ^1^H (i.d. = 19 cm and rung length = 14 cm for ^31^P; i.d. = 19.5 cm and rung length = 14 cm for ^1^H), corresponding to the transmit coil used for the experimental measurements.^[@ref30]^ The coil was loaded with the human model data set "Gustav" provided by the CST software. The mesh resolution was 2.0 × 2.0 × 2.0 mm^3^. The simulations compared the RF field distribution with and without the metamaterial positioned below the calf region.

Characterization of Materials {#sec5.2}
-----------------------------

The metamaterial prototype included two long strips of 26 cm in total length and a 3 × 3 matrix of short strips (6 cm length) (as shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). The distance between the strips was 2.5 cm. The implemented structure was constructed from 25 μm thick copper strips, 5 mm wide each. The full structure size was 14 × 23 × 1.1 cm^3^ including a 1.1 cm thick water layer. The dielectric layer and the copper strips were sealed in a plastic container. The pad was placed under the calf muscle of the leg to assess the local enhancement of the prototype.

Phantom and in Vivo Experiments {#sec5.3}
-------------------------------

Phantom and in vivo images of a volunteer were acquired on a Philips Achieva 7 T MRI system. The phantom setup consisted of a plastic cylinder containing polyvinylpyrrolidone (∼1.8 M) in water and salt added to achieve dielectric properties of ε~r~ = 48 and σ = 0.3 S/m (in order to mimic the electric properties of calf muscle), in which 500 mM phosphoric acid was dissolved.

All experimental protocols were approved by the Leiden University Medical Centre Medical Ethics Committee, and all methods were carried out in accordance with Leiden University Medical Centre guidelines and regulations. Phantom and in vivo scans were acquired using custom-built double-resonant birdcage coils reported in ref ([@ref30]). The ^1^H images were produced by a low-tip-angle gradient-echo sequence with the following scan parameters: field-of-view (FOV) = 24 × 24 cm^2^, spatial resolution = 1.5 × 1.5 × 5.0 mm^3^, TR/TE = 10/3.4 ms, and flip angle = 5°. The ^31^P spectroscopic imaging consisted of a nonselective 2D CSI sequence. The CSI scan parameters for the phantom were as follows: FOV = 13 × 13 cm^2^, phase encoding matrix = 13 × 13, flip angle = 45°, echo time = 1.2 ms, repetition time = 2000 ms, and number of averages = 2. For the in vivo scans, the parameters were as follows: FOV = 20 × 20 cm^2^, phase encoding matrix = 10 × 10, flip angle = 45°, echo time = 1.3 ms, repetition time = 2000 ms, and number of averages = 12.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acsami.7b06949](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsami.7b06949). Additional characterizations, simulations, and phantom verification experiments; and a potential design for a sodium and proton imaging setup ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsami.7b06949/suppl_file/am7b06949_si_001.pdf))
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